Prophylactic muscle flaps in vascular surgery: the Penn Groin Assessment Scale.
High-risk patients undergoing vascular procedures through inguinal incisions experience significant benefit from undergoing prophylactic muscle flaps. The authors present a risk assessment tool, an evidence-based algorithm for using prophylactic muscle flaps, and a comprehensive cost analysis. Data derived from the authors' previously performed retrospective cohort study of patients undergoing open vascular groin surgery were used to construct an evidence-based risk assessment tool. A multivariate regression analysis identified significant, independent predictors of complications, which were used to construct a scoring system. An institutional cost analysis and preoperative assessment algorithm were derived based on patient risk stratification and statistical analyses. Sixty-eight prophylactic flaps in 53 patients were compared with 195 open femoral access procedures without flaps in 178 patients. Multivariate regression demonstrated that obesity, smoking, reoperation, and prosthetic graft reconstruction are significant predictors of complications. A weighted risk factor score (0 to 7) was devised: obesity, for a value of 1; smoking, 2; reoperation for open groin surgery, 2; and prosthetic graft material, 2. Patients with higher scores had significantly more complications, infections, and more frequently required secondary salvage flap procedures. Using study data, the authors constructed an algorithm to guide preoperative groin assessment and use of prophylactic muscle flaps. The authors provide an assessment tool, called the Penn Groin Assessment Scale, that accurately predicts groin complications. They also describe a simple algorithm to assess for prophylactic muscle coverage. Their results suggest that patients with two or more risk factors will benefit from prophylactic muscle flaps. Risk, II.